Introducing: OU Calendar Private Feed and Component

The OU Calendar system now has the ability to create calendar items and private feeds that don’t appear on the WSU Main Calendar. This will allow users to curate a calendar of events for select audiences and embed that calendar on their wichita.edu websites.

It’s now easy to embed an OU Calendar feed—whether private or public—onto your wichita.edu website using a new OU Calendar Component.

MAJOR FEATURES

Private Feeds

- Admin account access to create and edit calendar items.
- Create multiple feeds that can be embedded on wichita.edu websites via the new Calendar Component.
- Allows for mixture of private and public events in private channels.
- Creates the same event pages as public events, but doesn't link them in the main WSU events calendar.
- Provides sharing information and, soon, building directions and parking information via the WSU Interactive map.

Calendar Component

- Allows you to place a calendar feed in any content area on any template.
- Works great within columns, generics and callouts.
- Allows you to choose how many items display in the feed.
- Already built in to the CMS toolbar and ready to use.

RESOURCES

Face-to-Face Training Link
- wsu.news/webtraining

How to Place a Component
- support.omniupdate.com/learn-ou-campus/components/index.html